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emsCharts is Approved to Submit NEMSIS 3.3.4 Data in North Carolina
emsCharts is officially connected to submit NEMSIS 3 data in North Carolina
March 9, 2018 - Pittsburgh, PA – emsCharts, a leader in Electronic Patient Care Records (ePCR) and Fire Reporting for
public safety professionals, is officially approved to submit NEMSIS 3 data to the State of North Carolina. For clarity, the
EMS Performance Improvement Center in North Carolina has stated:
“emsCharts is approved to begin submitting live version 3.3.4 data to the state of North Carolina.”
A subsidiary of Golden Hour, emsCharts has over ten years of experience in NEMSIS compliance and reporting. As a
national leader with thousands of Customers, emsCharts currently sends NEMSIS 3 data to many states today, including
exporting multiple NEMSIS versions simultaneously (v2.2, v3.3.4, and v3.4) from a single emsCharts record.
“We are leaders in NEMSIS reporting throughout the country and are pleased to add North Carolina to our growing list of
approved States for NEMSIS 3 reporting,” said Pete Goutmann, President & CTO of emsCharts. "We currently have over
150 services in the State of North Carolina using emsCharts. We are experts in regulatory compliance and systems
integration, and continually enhance our product offerings in support of thousands of satisfied customers who utilize the
emsCharts service.”
About emsCharts / Golden Hour
Golden Hour is a leader in providing advanced EMS technology platforms for Clinical Charting, Information Exchange,
and Revenue Cycle. The proven EMS integration platforms include emsCharts, a leading clinical charting solution,
emsHIE, a leading agnostic information exchange, and emsRCM, a leading Revenue Cycle Management platform.
Golden Hour is also the leading billing and reimbursement provider within the air medical transportation industry. While
utilizing these integrated technology platforms, Golden Hour has compliantly billed and collected billions of dollars on
behalf of both air and ground medical transport programs. Golden Hour and emsCharts support over 75% of the air
medical industry, and over 15% of the ground EMS transport industry, with its patient care documentation services. For
more information, visit www.emsCharts.com and www.GoldenHour.com.
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